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Background



Western Libraries has published journals since 2008.

We currently publish 38 active journals, including 23
student-run journals.



Student journals face several
challenges, including instability and

sustainability.



NeoAmericanist was published by students with
the Centre for American Studies, from 2005-2014.



ISSN Canada noticed that the
URL was broken

She reached out to a librarian she
knew  who got in touch with me

They wrote to the contact email on file

The email was received by a faculty
member formerly with the Centre for
American Studies



A Case Study in Journal
Preservation



Migration to OJS

A

B
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Create OJS site

Upload articles to OJS

Add journal policies and branding



Project
Challenges



1.

There is no longer a currently available website or
active web domain for the NeoAmericanist.



2.

There were no contacts or advisors who were
involved with the journal while it was active.



3.

We were not previously involved in the operations of
the NeoAmericanist. 



4.

We did not receive all of the journal’s content.



Using the Wayback Machine



Wayback Machine



OJS Site
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Challenges of Wayback Machine



Wayback Machine



Wayback Machine



Benefits of Wayback Machine



Wayback Machine OJS Site
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Key Decisions



1.

How to present the recovered content from the
Wayback Machine on OJS.



OJS Site



2.

What to do with the inconsistent section titles
that the journal used.



OJS SiteWayback Machine



3.

Where to include editorial credits.



OJS Site



This project highlighted for us the reality of
turnover within student journal teams and the
impact that turnover can have on student journal
sustainability.



How can we apply what we've learned to our
publishing program going forward?

How can we support student journals to minimize
their learning curve and any disruptions from
editorial turnover?



1.

This past fall, we requested a meeting with each
student journal team.



2.

We created a transition document that we've
shared with student journal teams.



We talked about it in our LPF session on Monday.



3.
This project has provided us with yet another
reason to strongly encourage that student journal
teams use a publishing platform like OJS.



4.

We've established key recommendations that any
new student journal will be required to follow
before their journal site is made live.



While we can't be there every step of the way for each
journal's editorial transition, this preservation project has
given us cause to reconsider our role in supporting
transitions and sustainability for student journals.



Thank you!
What questions do you have for us?


